CUSTOMER INFORMATION, CONSENT, AND RECEIPT
Date:_______________________
Client's Name: First___________________________ Last______________________________ _
Email Address:
Expectations:
People with healthy teeth and gums but who have stains or a yellowish tint seems to get the best
results. You will not experience any heat or discomfort. On some occasions, you may feel a little tingling
or perhaps a slight sensitivity. Teeth and/or gums may be sensitive for a short time after treatment. You
may see temporary bleaching to the gums but this is a normal and will disappear, usually in less than a
day. Your teeth will never be whiter than your genetic traits. All teeth bleach differently. Possible white
spots or demineralization may appear on patients who have had braes or who have porous enamel, but
this will disappear in 24 hours. Absolute Advertising, Inc. / Absolute White will not whiten or damage
veneers, crowns, or false teeth.
Exclusions for Treatment: Please answer the following:
Are pregnant, breast feeding.
_____Yes _____No
_____Yes _____No
Under the age of 16.
Have you had oral surgery or extraction within the last 28 days.
_____Yes _____No
Aftercare and the Followup:
For a minimum of 24 hours after the process, please avoid consuming coffee, tea , dark colored soda,
red wine, curry, beetroot and any other food or drink that would stain the teeth. A good rule of thumb is
that if it would stain a white shirt it could stain your teeth. If your teeth are sensitive you can use
Sensodyne Toothpaste for immediate relief. Of course, we suggest that you brush and floss as directed
by your dentist. There is no guarantee as to the longevity of results therefore we recommend daily
maintenance with our take home kit.
CUSTOMER SIGNATURE (Releasor) ___________________________________ Date:_______________
By signing I agree to the terms on back of form.

Payment Method/Receipt: Credit Card { } _______________________ { }, Cash { }, Check { } #_________
WHITE - Absolute Advertising Inc. / Absolute White

YELLOW - Customer

